QUALITY CHECKING AND INSPECTION BASED ON MACHINE VISION TECHNIQUE TO DETERMINE TOLERANCE VALUE USING SINGLE CERAMIC CUP
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ABSTRACT

The development of an algorithm for inspection and quality checking using machine vision was discussed in this paper. The design of the algorithm is to detect the sign of defect when a sample of the product is used for inspection purposes. It is also designed to track specific colour of product and conduct the inspection process. Programming language of python and open source computer vision library were used to design the inspection algorithm based on the algorithm required to achieve the inspection task. Illumination and surrounding environment were considered during the design as it may affect the quality of image acquisitioned by image sensor. Experiment and set-up by using CMOS image sensor were conducted to test the designed algorithm for effectiveness evaluation. The experimental results were obtained and are represented in graphical form for further analysis purposes. Besides, analysis and discussion were made based on the obtained results through the experiments. The designed algorithm is able to perform the inspection by sample object detection and differentiate between good and defect unit.
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INTRODUCTION

There are numbers of method used in the modern industry depends on the requirement of inspection. Different manufacturing process typically needs a specially designed machine vision for high performance in the inspection process with least expenses on their inspection system. Internal checking usually involves in food industry where it is required to see if the food is packed correctly in place or position, the amount of food or contains to fulfil the production requirement. Whereas, external inspection typically involves the packaging and printing on a product if is there any damages or printing error occur. Thus, many different criteria of an inspection process have been discussed in the follows. High technology inspection systems are implemented in modern industry and manufacturing process to replace with labour inspection that may cause technical issues or error due to mankind physical constraints [1]. Some inspection typically need visual system which is similar to how human’s eye observe [2], but different situation contradict to other type of inspection like X-ray scanning. Meanwhile, X-ray scanning method can be used to detect and observe the internal structure rather than outer look of a product [3]. This paper discusses the design of an algorithm with the use of computer vision technique that makes use of python programming and open source vision library.

Background of machine vision

This computer vision system also known as the construction of explicit and meaningful description of physical objects from images [4]. Often thought both computer vision and machine vision to be one in the same, but they are both different in terms of technologies. Computer vision refers in broad term to the capture and automation of image analysis, whereas machine vision refers to the use of computer vision to factory automation. In the early century, manufacturing process and plantations often use human eye or labours for inspection of every product until lately both the computer and light sensory device has been introduced to the public. People then started to use computer and sensory device for image analysis and processing to try to imitate human inspection and replace labour with computer vision system. This can avoid human errors and improve the productivity of certain product, as it can be operate in 24 hours per day with the source of electricity.

METHODOLOGY

Inspection system by using machine vision technique often require vision camera, which is normally a sensor that is used to capture images of product and represent the image as digital image. Besides, it does involve numbers of important factors that can affect the effectiveness of the design. Throughout the progress study, each significant criteria of an inspection process was concerned and was conducted with step by step sequential flow. Hence, the following section illustrates the key steps for development of algorithm design.

Image sensor

While conducting the experimental setup, CMOS (Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor) sensor was used as it has its specific performance as compared to others such as CCD ( Charged-Coupled Device). Figure-1 illustrates the architectural design of a CMOS sensor [5-6].
With this structural design, the CMOS contributes greater speed than CCD as well as other factors which may indirectly increase the performance in the inspection system design. This sensor has its pros and cons in different criteria if compares with CCD sensor\[5\].

**Illumination and surrounding**

This step is critical during the inspection process as illumination can direct impact the digital image produced by CMOS sensor. Poor illumination setup tends to cause poor image results in poor effectiveness of the inspection process. The enclosure system is required to block other unnecessary light source and excessive light intensity that is directed onto the product or sample. Excess light intensity can produce very bright spot and probably causes glare effect on the image produced. Therefore, a specific background colour was used while conducting the experiment. Figure-2 shows the illumination or lighting technique used to conduct product inspection.

This technique make use of point light instead of diffuse lighting due to high intensity of light source are being focused on the object. Besides, bright field lighting technique was used as it is the commonly used technique in performing the product inspection. Various lighting condition are performed for traffic sign recognition application [6-9].

**Algorithm design**

To inspect a certain object, a suitable algorithm is required to determine whether the sample inspected is good unit or defective unit. Once the digital image is captured by the sensor, the image will then undergo image processing which includes object recognition and detection via Python programming language. Besides, a computer vision library for image analysis and processing of an open-source computer vision library (OpenCV) is needed to develop the algorithm for inspection process. The designs of algorithm are based on process flow as shown in Figure-3.
Defective product

Before creating the algorithm, a proper understanding about defective product is essential. This is to ensure the algorithm is able to interpret the product detected, whether is a good product or defective one. For most product inspection, usually products with visible scratches on the surface are considered as defective. In most production line, unwanted marks or colour on the surface are also considered as colour defect which the colour of the product are not wanted on the product surface. Another criterion for defective product is shape defect. This kind of defect is defect caused by the shape of the product does not match with the desired one. Thus, the algorithm is designed based on the sample used as shown in Figure-4(a) and (b).

![Figure-4(a). Good ceramic cup (b). Defective cup.](image)

Camera and object distance setting for running the experiment

The experiment was conducted to determine what is the suitable distance for the camera positioned vertically away from sample. Besides, one of the main concerns regarding this experiment is to understand how the distance of the camera is from object affects the image produced by CMOS camera. Figure-5 shows camera setting from testbed distance.

![Figure-5. Diagram of testbed distance.](image)

These experiments were done through varying the distance of camera and measure the distance simultaneously. The distance was measured using the standard measuring tape and its scale unit as in centimetre. Calculation is involved to obtain the distance from camera to object via the total distance from the top of testbed and the measured value. The calculation method and formula are explained as following section. From the diagram, the camera distance then can be obtained by using Equation (1):

\[ D = \sqrt{X^2 + (T - C)^2} \]
where $D = \text{camera distance}$, $T = \text{total height/height of testbed}$, $X = \text{measured distance}$ and $C = \text{height of sample}$.

Based on the design of set-up, the total height was 50cm and the height of the sample used was measured at 4.5cm. Thus, the distance can then be calculated by substituting the values into the formula.

**Pixel frequency variation test**

Since the camera inspects the sample by using live stream or is running at 60 frames per second (fps) when the object are being placed vertically from the camera, the frequency of white pixel for each frame was found differently from one frame another during the designing process. Hence, this test is to obtain the maximum and minimum pixel frequency of the threshold image per frame if it is running at 60 fps. Besides, this test was conducted to observe how the pixel frequency changes with respect to frames captured. To obtain the maximum and minimum value, the script was executed and the data for numbers of frames were collected via python scripts by print out the frequency of pixel for each frame through python executive user interface window that displays the outputs. The tolerance rate can be calculated using Equation (2).

$$\text{Tolerance Rate} = \frac{\text{maximum pixel value} - \text{minimum pixel value}}{\text{maximum pixel value}} \times 100\%$$  

(2)

**Mark detection test**

This experiment was conducted to test whether the designed algorithm is able to detect the unwanted sign or mark that forms on the product surface. To perform the experiment, a mark was drawn onto the surface of product by using white board marker pen which is non-permanent marker. Then, the mark size was measured using the standard measuring tape and then place the sample into the testbed and run the code or python scripts. The size of the mark was then varied and then measured repeatedly throughout the test or experiment. The mark size was then gradually reduced to determine the minimum mark size that can be detected by the designed algorithm.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS**

Throughout the experiment conducted the result and the data for each attempted was recorded. The following sections are the result obtained through the experiment as mentioned above. The results are then classified according to type of testing conducted during the study of the research when the object is being placed vertically.

**Detection**

Once the object is located vertically under the camera, the algorithms detect and add drawing layer indicates the region of sample that is being inspected. Figure-6 shows the image detected by algorithm [10-11], and output being displayed though user interfaces.

**Image captured**

The image captured by CMOS camera is processed through threshold method to detect the region of black pixel on the product surface representing the mark. Meanwhile, the histogram representing the image before and after thresholding is presented as follows.

**Figure-6. Output displayed from offline system.**

**Figure-7. Image of ceramic cup with mark processing.**

The histogram of images of ceramic cup with mark before and after thresholding are plotted by using matplotlib of python as follows.

**Figure-8(a). Histogram of unprocessed image.**
From the histogram, the x-axis represents the level of brightness which is similar to grayscale. But instead of using 0-255, level of brightness use only 0-50 due to greater graphical smoothing effects. Based on the line drawn in Figure-8(a), the each line drawn representing the pixel value and frequency for each frame captured by CMOS camera.

Camera distance test result

This is the result when the camera position test was conducted by varying the distance between the camera and the object. Meanwhile, the pixel frequency was recorded to observe how it changes with respect to the distance of camera. The distance was measured and the image quality was recorded as in Table-1 and Figure-9 show ceramic pixel versus distance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance, D (cm)</th>
<th>Image Quality</th>
<th>White Pixel Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>Not clear</td>
<td>37386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>Not clear</td>
<td>46197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>61692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>Sharp</td>
<td>70431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Sharp</td>
<td>95758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>Not clear</td>
<td>99096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>Not clear</td>
<td>107326</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pixel frequency variation result

This result was obtained through the recording of pixel frequency counted by Python script and printed through user interface. Figure-10 shows the frequency obtained for first 15 frames.

From the data collected, the maximum frequency value obtained was 95893 whereas the minimum was 95690. Based on these two values, the tolerance rate of 0.212% was obtained through Equation. (2).

Mark size test result

The mark size that drawn on product surface was varied to test the algorithm. Table-2 shows the result obtained when the mark size was reduced for each attempt and the output displayed being displayed by the algorithm. If the output was true, it means the algorithm able to detect the mark. Whereas, false means the algorithm fails to detect the mark.
Table-2. Mark size result.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mark Size(cm)</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>False</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the testing, the size was reduced by approximately 0.05cm per test attempt. The algorithm was then executed to test the detection of the mark size.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the designs, the distance for camera positioning is best at 8.5cm away from the surface of a product with the use of 2megapixels CMOS camera. It was found that the tolerance rate was 0.212%, any pixel differ from reference image that has lower than 0.212% will be considered as good unit. Besides, it is able to detect marks on surface of product that is at least 0.20cm or above for effective performance.
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